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11 February 2005

Comments on Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Draft Regulatory Guide DG-
1130, "Criteria for use of Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Plants".

Comment 1. The draft regulatory guide needs to become a binding/mandatory regulation
for the industry rather than trying to operate under its current "optional" status.

Rationale 1. Page 2 of the draft guide states, "Regulatory guides are not substitutes for (
regulations, and compliance with regulatory guides is not required", however, the
potential for information system related manipulation and/or failure is too great and the
potential consequences too severe - for this topic area to remain optional. Compliance
with information system security as pertains to both nuclear plant and safety system
operations must be mandatory, if appropriate protections and safeguards are to be relied
upon. The issue of information security is a constantly evolving battle between the last
discovered problem/vulnerability and the most recent coding fix - this is why security
patches are so pervasive in our industry. There will always be a current vulnerability in
every operating system and application that can be exploited, it is the nature of the beast
- therefore, reliance upon safety systems that have cyber components dictates a firmer
hand on its regulation and operation/implementation.

In the writing of the draft regulation, all "should" and other language allowing
compliance to be optional need to be changed to requirement oriented language such as
"must" and "shall"". This is true throughout the document.

Comment 2. The entire information system architecture that supports plant operations
needs to be included in the regulation rather than restricting its application to only the
safety systems.

Rationale 2. The safety systems can not be addressed in a vacuum, since they have
connectivity that reaches beyond their own functional area. Connectivity to other portions
of plant operations and networks resident in the plant and beyond provide potential
access to these safety systems and their information components/functions stretching
beyond the limits of the physical plant. Therefore, the entire information architecture
needs to be reviewed and regulated as an ensemble in order to ensure that "external"
connectivity to the safety system information components/functions are ultimately
secured. The fallacy/risks of dealing with the information components of the safety
systems in isolation has been clearly illustrated by the reports of the "Slammer Worm"
penetrating a private computer network at Ohio's Davis-Besse nuclear plant in January
2003. The introduction of the worm reportedly shut down the safety monitoring system
for nearly five hours. This type of external interconnection between plant and corporate
networks is, reportedly, permitted by the federal safety regulations and becoming more
common. This provides an ever growing population with connectivity that could be
exercised to gain access to these important safety systems. A security architecture
encompassing all networks with connectivity to the safety system(s) needs to be
developed and implemented.
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Comment 3. The safety system information architecture must be isolated from external
connectivity.

Rationale 3. While the information security community continues to make strides in
protecting sensitive/important information systems from defects and harmful and/or
malicious activity, the situation remains one of countermeasures and counter- .
countermeasures. In other words, the system developer/user must protect against all
errors and adversaries, while the attacker only needs one exploitable entry point to be
effective. This is the basis for the constant evolution of security systems via updated
definitions and system patches. The safety systems of the nuclear industry must not be
hostage to the most recently identified security hole or coding error - awaiting its
exploitation. Instead, prudence dictates that access to these ever-vulnerable systems be
limited by their physical isolation (an air gap) from any other network connectivity not
directly required for the accomplishment of the safety mission. There can not be any
connectivity to the safety systems from outside the plant at any time and the only way to
ensure this is to establish physical/electrical isolation via an air gap.

Comment 4. The draft report states a false premise on page 4, "computer-based systems
are secure from electronic vulnerabilities if unauthorized access and use of those systems
is prevented". X

Rationale 4. Electronic vulnerabilities can also be triggered by those who have an
inappropriate level of access (access was mistakenly authorized) and inadvertently
triggered by users whose access to sensitive functions was mistakenly provided via
coding errors.

Comment 5. False premise stated on page 4, "the security of computer based systems is
established through .... (3) installing and maintaining those systems in accordance with
the users' security program."

Rationale 5. If the users' security program is flawed (e.g. allows access of the safety and
operations systems to corporate networks and/or the internet), then the security of the
computer based system is NOT established and is, instead, put at great risk.

Comment 6. Page 4, paragraph 3, the statement, "The effectiveness of the security
functions implemented in the software safety system should be confirmed during
verification and validation (V&V) and .... " It should read, "The effectiveness of the
security functions implemented in the software safety system shall be confirmed along
with all other functionality (intentional and unintentional) that exists in the code during
verification and validation (V&V) and ...
Rationale 6. V&V needs to document all functionality and to identify/document and
recommend corrective actions for all unintended functionality (e.g. Trojans, malicious
code, worms, etc.). The existing statement was too limited in its use of the V&V process.
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Comment 7. Page 6, "magnitude of the harm resulting from unauthorized access" needs
to read, "magnitude of the harm resulting from inappropriate and unauthorized access".

Rationale 7. See comment/rationale 4.

Comment 8. Page 6. "The Quality Assurance organization should conduct periodic
audits to determine the effectiveness of the digital safety security program" assigns this
highly technical duty to personnel who are rarely trained to handle it.

Rationale 8. QA personnel are generally not technically qualified to make such
judgments. It requires an information/network security expert to properly assess the
effectiveness of such programs, especially given the high rate of technical evolution that
is occurring in this area of expertise.

Comment 9. Page 7, Section 2.1, the concepts phase requires the establishment of an
information systems defense-in-depth strategy that isolates via either electronic or
physical means the sensitive information systems/components in accordance with their
needs. This needs to be done with an Information Assurance specialist, who is an expert
in such matters and remains current in the field.

Rationale 9. The user and developer can try to set broad goals for system security, but
developers are oriented towards making applications function, and do not typically
examine how to interrupt their own operations or defeat/misuse their sytems.

Comment 10. Page 8, section 2.3.1, ...(4) the list of personnel who may have access and
use the system. - needs to be extended to include: "and the function(s) that they are
authorized to execute."

Rationale 10. The list should indicate the functional level of access to indicate the
technological reach of the individual into the system.

Submitted by: Steve O'Brien, Phone 703 325-3832


